Zero-Shot learning (ZSL) recently has drawn a lot of attention due to its ability to transfer knowledge from seen classes to novel unseen classes, which greatly reduces human labor of labelling data for building new classifiers. Much effort on ZSL however has focused on the standard multi-class setting, the more challenging multi-label zero-shot problem has received limited attention. In this paper, we propose a transferaware embedding projection approach to tackle multi-label zero-shot learning. The approach projects the label embedding vectors into a low-dimensional space to induce better inter-label relationships and explicitly facilitate information transfer from seen labels to unseen labels, while simultaneously learning a max-margin multi-label classifier with the projected label embeddings. Auxiliary information can be conveniently incorporated to guide the label embedding projection to further improve label relation structures for zeroshot knowledge transfer. We conduct experiments for both standard zero-shot multi-label image classification and generalized zero-shot multi-label classification. The results demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach.
INTRODUCTION
Image categorization has been one essential task in computer vision analysis. Currently the most effective approaches for this task are based on deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [1, 2, 3, 4] . However, these supervised approaches require a large number of labelled images for each single class to perform training, and hence induce substantial annotation costs. Therefore it is very important to develop algorithms that enable the reduction of annotation cost for training classification models. Zero-shot learning (ZSL) transfers knowledge from annotated seen classes to predict unseen classes that have no labeled data, hence has received a lot of attention [5, 6, 7, 8, 9] .
One primary source deployed in ZSL for bridging the gap between seen and unseen classes is the attribute description of the class labels [5, 10, 7, 11] . The attributes are typically defined by domain experts who are familiar with the common Fig. 1 . Illustration of the proposed multi-label ZSL framework. The images (red) and the label embedding vectors (yellow) are projected into a common semantic space. Embedding regularization and auxiliary information are leveraged to guide the projection for better knowledge transfer. and specific characteristics of different category concepts, and hence are able to carry transferable information across classes. Some other works, instead of using human-defined attributes, exploit more easily accessible free information sources from the Internet, including textual descriptions from Wikipedia articles [12, 6] , word embedding vectors [13, 14] trained from large text corpus using natural language processing (NLP) techniques [6, 15, 16, 17, 8, 18] , co-occurrence statistics of hit-counts from search engine [19, 20] , and Word-Net hierarchy information of the labels [19, 21, 22] . These works demonstrated impressive results on several standard zero-shot datasets. However, majority research effort has concentrated on multi-class ZSL, while the more challenging multi-label ZSL problem has received very limited attention [20, 23, 24, 25] .
In this work we propose a novel transfer-aware label embedding projection method to tackle multi-label ZSL. Instead of using fixed pre-defined word vectors or attribute vectors as label embedding space, we propose to project them into a low-dimensional semantic space in a transfer-aware manner to enforce similarity between seen and unseen class la-bels and separability across unseen labels. We then simultaneously co-project the seen class instances into the same semantic space under a max-margin multi-label classification framework. Moreover, we incorporate auxiliary information into the transfer regularization term in a convenient manner to guide the label embedding projection and gain a better inter-label relationship structure for multi-label ZSL knowledge transfer. With the learned co-projection of features and label embedding vectors, one can easily predict multiple labels from unseen classes for any new instance. Experimental results on two datasets under both standard ZSL and generalized ZSL setting demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
PROPOSED APPROACH

Problem Definition and Notations
We consider multi-label ZSL in the following setting. Assume we have a set of n labeled training images D = (X, Y ), where X ∈ R n×d is the d-dim feature matrix for the n images, and Y ∈ {0, 1} n×L s denotes the corresponding label indicator matrix across a set of seen classes, S = {1, 2, ..., L s }: 1/0 indicates the presence/absence of the corresponding label. For multi-label classification, each row of Y can have multiple "1" values. Moreover, we also assume there are a set of L u unseen classes, U = {L s + 1, ..., L} such that L = L s + L u , and the labels for the unseen classes are completely missing in our labeled training data. In addition, we assume the word embeddings of the seen classes and unseen classes are both given: M = [M s ; M u ] ∈ R L×m , where M s ∈ R L s ×m are the seen class embeddings, M u ∈ R L u ×m are the unseen class embeddings. The goal is to learn a multi-label model from the training data that can perform prediction on the unseen classes. We use X i to denote the i-th row vector of matrix X andȲ i to denote the complement of Y i such that Y i = 1 − Y i . We also reuse Y i to denote a set of indices of its non-zero values within proper contexts. We use 1 to denote a column vector of all 1s, whose size can be determined in the context, and use I to denote an identity matrix. and 0 a,b and 1 a,b to denote a a × b matrix with all 0s and all 1s.
Max-margin Multi-label Learning with Semantic Embedding Co-Projection
Instead of entirely relying on the pre-given label embedding vectors M . we propose to project them and the image features into a more suitable common low-dimensional semantic space. Specifically, we want to learn a projection function θ : R d → R r and a function φ : R m → R r that maps an instance X i and a label embedding vector M c into a semantic space R r ; in linear projection form we have θ(
Then the similarity matching score between an instance X i and the c-th class label can be computed as the inner product of their projected representations in the common semantic space:
To encode the assumption that the similarity score F (i, c) between an instance X i and any of its positive label c ∈ Y i should be higher than the similarity score F (i,c) between instance X i and any of its negative labelc ∈Ȳ i , we formulate the projection learning problem within a max-margin multilabel learning framework:
where n s is the number of training instances, L(·) denotes a max-margin ranking loss and R(W ) is a model regularization term. In this work we adopt a calibrated separation ranking loss:
where [·] + = max(·, 0). F (i, 0) = X i W 0 can be considered as the matching score for an auxiliary class 0, which produces a separation threshold score on the i-th instance such that the scores for positive labels should be higher than it and the scores for negative labels should be lower than it, i.e.,
, to minimize the loss. We assume the project matrix U has orthogonal columns to maintain a succinct label embedding projection. For the regularization over W , we consider a Frobenius norm regularizer,
Transfer-Aware Label Embedding Projection
The ranking loss in Eq.(3) minimizes classification error on seen classes. However the goal of ZSL is to predict labels from the unseen classes. Our intuition is that if unseen class embedding vectors are close to the seen class embedding vectors and, at the same time, well separated from each other in the projected space, knowledge transfer would be much easier. We hence propose a transfer-aware regularization objective H(U ) such that:
The first term in H(U ) encourages the separability among unseen label embedding vectors while the second term encourages their similarity to seen embedding vectors. Also note that this regularization ignores the separability for the seen classes. This is because seen classes can be well separated through classification loss over the labeled instances. Further encoding such information in this regularization objective may cause overfitting on seen classes and negatively impact zero-shot transfer to the unseen ones.
Integration of Auxiliary Information
In addition to Eq.(4), We propose to leverage auxiliary information, in a similar way, to further improve label embedding projection.
We assume there is some auxiliary source in terms of a similarity matrix R over the seen and unseen labels; i.e., R ij , i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., L} defines the similarity between a label pair (i, j).
, is the normalized Lapalacian matrix of R. We use a manifold regularization term to enforce the projected label embeddings to be better aligned with the inter-class affinity R:
where λ is a balance parameter for A(·). This regularization form has two advantages. First, it can be conveniently integrated into the framework by simply updating H(U ) to:
Second, it is convenient to exploit different auxiliary resources by simply replacing R (or Q A ). In this work we study two different auxiliary information resources, Word-Net [26] hierarchy and web co-occurrence statistics.
WordNet: WordNet [26] is a large lexical database of English. Words are grouped into a hierarchical tree structure based on their semantic meanings. We use the shortest path between any two words to define the similarity between two labels i and j, such that R ij = 1 path len(i,j)+1 . Co-occurrence statistics: The Hit-Count HC(i, j) denotes how many times in total i and j appear together in the auxiliary source -for example, the number of records returned by a search engine. Following previous works [19, 20] , we use the Flickr Image Hit Count to compute the dice-coefficient as similarity between two labels, i.e., R ij = HC(i,j) HC(i)+HC(j) .
TAEP for Multi-label ZSL
By incorporating H(U ) into the framework in Eq.(2), we obtain the following Transfer-Aware max-margin Embedding Projection (TAEP) learning problem:
The objective learns W and U by enforcing positive labels to rank higher than negative labels, while incorporating the regularization term H(U ) to refine the label embedding structure in the semantic space. To overcome the difficulties of learning Eq. (7) with various constraints, we re-formulate it into a minmax optimization problem by deploying Lagrangian dual formulation. Then we develop an iterative alternating optimization algorithm to perform training. Detailed formulations can be found in supplementary material, we omit them for clarity of the main manuscript. After learning the projection matrices W and U , it will be straightforward to rank all unseen labels for instance i based on the prediction scores F (i, c) for all c ∈ U.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section we conduct experiments to investigate the empirical performance of the proposed method.
Experimental Setting
Datasets In our experiments we used two standard multilabel datasets: The PASCAL VOC2007 dataset and VOC2012 dataset. The PASCAL VOC2007 dataset contains 20 visual object classes. There are 9963 images in total, 5011 for training and 4952 for testing. The VOC2012 dataset contains 5717 and 5823 images from 20 classes for training and validation. We used the validation set for test evaluation.
Implementation details We used VGG19 [2] pre-trained on ImageNet to extract the 4096-dim visual features and used the 300-dim word vectors pre-trained by GloVe [14] as label embedding vectors. Both of them are l 2 normalized. For parameter selection, we split the seen classes set into two subset of classes: training and validation. Then we train the model on the training set and choose hyper-parameters, β ∈ {1, 2, ..., 10} and γ, λ ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10} based on the performances on the validation set. After parameter selection, the training and validation data are put back together to train the model for the final evaluation on unseen test data.
Evaluation metric
We used three different multi-label evaluation metrics: MiAP, micro-F1 (mi-F1) and macro-F1 (ma-F1). The Mean image Average Precision (MiAP) [27] measures how well are the labels ranked on a given image, while the other two measure how well the predicted labels match with the ground truth labels.
Multi-label Zero-shot Learning Results
Comparison methods We compared the proposed method with four related multi-label ZSL methods, ConSE [15] , LatEm-M [17] , DMP [23] and Fast0Tag [24] . ConSE and LatEm are the multi-label adaptations of two standard ZSL approaches: ConSE can be adapted to multi-label setting straightforwardly; For LatEm, we adopted a multi-label ranking objective to replace the original one of LatEm and denote this variant as Latent Embedding Multi-label method (LatEm-M). DMP and Fast0Tag are specifically developed for multi-label ZSL. For our proposed transfer-aware maxmargin embedding projection(TAEP) method, we also provide two variants with different types of auxiliary information: TAEP-H uses WordNet hierarchy, and TAEP-C uses Flickr Image Hit-Count.
Standard multi-label ZSL results. We first conducted experiments under the standard ZSL setting. We divided the datasets into two subsets of equal number of classes, as seen and unseen classes respectively. All methods train their models on seen instances and make predictions on the unseen class instances. We selected the hyper-parameters for the comparison methods based on grid search. Average performance of 5 runs of each approach are reported in Table1. We can see the specialized multi-label ZSL methods, DMP and Fast0Tag, consistently outperform ConSE. The proposed TAEP outperforms all the four comparison methods with notable improvements on both datasets. By integrating auxiliary information, TAEP-C and TAEP-H further improve the performance of TAEP. These results verified the efficacy of the proposed model. They also demonstrated the usefulness of auxiliary information and validated the effective information integration mechanism of our proposed approach.
Generalized multi-label ZSL results. A more challenging task scenario is to evaluate a model on all the classes, which is referred to as generalized multi-label ZSL. Under this scenario, each method is still trained on the seen classes S, but tested on all the seen and unseen labels, i.e., S ∪ U. The average comparison results on the two datasets are reported in Table 2 . We can see that TAEP achieved competitive performance with DMP and Fast0Tag. By further incorporating the auxiliary information, TAEP-C and TAEP-H consistently outperform the base model TAEP and all the three comparison methods on both datasets. These results again suggest the effectiveness of our proposed framework.
Impact of Label Embedding Regularization
In this section we study the impact of label embedding projection regularization term H(U ), i.e., the transfer-aware part of the proposed model. For TAEP, we firstly set the parameter to the original value γ 0 that generate Table 1 , and then reduce it by a factor of 10, such that γ = γ 0 ×{10 0 , 10 −1 , 10 −2 , 10 −3 }. For TAEP-H and TAEP-C we change the value of λ so that λ = λ 0 × {10 0 , 10 −1 , 10 −2 , 10 −3 } By doing this we are actually reducing the contribution of the embedding projection regularization term. The results in terms of MiAP are presented in Figure2 (left for TAEP, right for TAEP-H and TAEP-C). We can see that, as γ decreases, the performance of TAEP also decreases on both datasets. Similarly, when λ decreases, the performance of TAEP-C and TAEP-H decreases as well on both datasets. This suggests that the label embedding projection regularization term H(U ) is a necessary and useful component to facilitate the cross-class information in ZSL.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a transfer-aware label embedding approach for multi-label ZSL problem. The approach uses transfer-aware regularization objective for effective information adaptation and allows convenient incorporation of auxiliary information for further improvements.
